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DOROTHY BUTLER

Books have played an important part in my life, and on occasions have led 

to experiences I cannot explain. Some would call them coincidental, but I 

am not so sure. In a way I find them reassuring, and accept that there are 

mysteries in life which we cannot yet know or understand. 

One of them was shared by Dorothy Butler, OBE.

She was one of several experienced writers who helped me when I first 

began writing for children. I’d read Cushla and her Books and Babies need 
Books as well some of her fictional stories when I was studying Education as 

an adult student. Her bookshop in Ponsonby was a treasure house. 

I first met Dorothy in the Pakuranga Mall when she was travelling around 

promoting the series of videos in which she was filmed reading stories to 

children. I bought three of those videos, and my children spent many hours 

watching them. I was sorry when the series was discontinued, but they led the 

way to more sophisticated story-sharing sessions for children on television.

Later our paths crossed at book events, and on one special occasion in 1994 

our daughter Stephanie and I visited Dorothy at the home she shared with 

her husband Roy in Karekare, on Auckland’s West Coast. I had heard how 

Dorothy shared her knowledge and library of books with local children, and 

admired her for it. A highlight of that visit was spending time in her library, 

and when opening a copy of Come Back Ginger recently I found a photograph 

of Dorothy in that library, taken that day. 

In 1996, along with others in Storylines and the children’s books commu-

nity, we were both interested in the idea of establishing a national children’s 

literature centre, similar to Dromkeen in Australia. I had recently visited 

Dromkeen while on a trip to Melbourne, and had been impressed with the 

collection of manuscripts, illustrations and informative displays. School 

parties of children could enjoy a feast of literature in a beautiful setting, and 
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the original work of writers and illustrators could be safely preserved. People 

who depend on creative activities to make a living often do not have the space 

or right conditions in their homes to store an accumulation of their work.

I happened to learn that the historic Carnegie Hall in Onehunga was 

vacant and that the Council was looking at ideas for its use and preservation. 

For many years it had been a library we visited regularly when we lived in 

Mangere Bridge. With its imposing façade of pillars, elegant entry and timber 

panelled walls, it was a beautiful setting for art and books. Having been given 

Council permission to borrow the keys, Dorothy and I visited the building 

and were delighted with its character and atmosphere. As we walked through 

the rooms, Dorothy reminisced:

“About 1950 I was inspired by the field of children’s literature when I 

bought and read Dorothy Neal White’s About Books for Children.” Looking 

around that Carnegie-sponsored former library, her eyes widened. “Would 

you believe it! Now I recall that Dorothy Neal White was sponsored by 

Visiting Dorothy Butler’s home library at Karekare with Stephanie, 1994.
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the Carnegie Corporation which had paid for her to train as a librarian in 

America.”

We later had lunch in Onehunga and then visited the fascinating Hard to 
Find but Worth the Effort bookshop in the main street. We browsed through the 

New Zealand section, children’s section and rare books section, and were just 

about to leave when I said, “There’s upstairs rooms too. You should see them.” 

Dorothy clambered up the narrow wooden staircase without complaint, even 

though she had already driven from the far side of Auckland and was over 

seventy years of age. As I write this now, I can sympathise.
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Dorothy Butler and Carnegie connection.

Suddenly, we saw it, in a dark room lined with old books. Like a highlighted 

face in a group portrait, the book seemed to stand out for us among the hun-

dreds of others. There it was, a copy of About Books for Children, by Dorothy 

Neal White. Dorothy and I stared at one another. I bought the book for the 

modest sum of seven dollars, and she wrote in it, including the exclamation 

marks:

Found by Jennifer Beck and Dorothy Butler,
12 June, 1996!

(Carnegie Library Day!)
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Although using the Carnegie Hall as a children’s book centre did not 

eventuate, I will always have the memory of that visit. 

•


